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Abstract. Controlling virtual characters in AR games for modern smart-
phones is even more challenging than controls for ‘pure’ VR games be-
cause the player has to keep the AR world in view. We propose six
interaction concepts based on combinations of both physical and virtual
buttons and sensor input and suggest an evaluation according to game
experience criteria.
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1 Introduction

On smartphones, controlling characters in augmented reality games has a lot in
common with touch-based games but there is an additional problem: To receive
visual feedback of his actions the player needs to keep the AR world in view, so
one is not entirely free to choose his device’s position.

Within a students’ project we developed a real-time mobile augmented reality
game in which two virtual characters fight against each other. Each player con-
trols a character in the AR world, which is created by having both devices track
the same marker (Fig. 1) and communicate wirelessly. While each player can
see both characters, one only controls his own. Additional information about
the current game state as well as buttons to initiate actions are displayed on
the screen (Fig. 1). The player can control the avatar’s movement and initiate
primary and secondary attacks. He is also able to block the enemy’s attacks. Pri-
mary attacks have a short range, e.g. kicks or punches while secondary attacks
can be long ranged e.g. fireballs. The movement speed of the character is limited
to prevent the avatar from moving instantly to the point the user clicked on.

In this paper we suggest different input options for the best game experience
in our AR game and propose further research to evaluate them.
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2 Related Work

Hürst and van Wezel [1] developed a system in which the user’s own hands
or fingers are used to interact with the 3D objects. Avatars can be moved or
knocked over by using the finger behind the device to ‘push’ the models instead
of touching the display. Usability tests showed that users interacting with objects
while holding a mobile device with one hand and moving the other one in front
of the camera results ‘... in an awkward hand position or even forces people to
switch the hand in which they hold the device.’ Harviainen et al. [2] used camera
movement and accelerometers to control virtual characters. In one example an
animated model of a dog reacts to the camera movement, while another imple-
mentation uses the accelerometer to detect shaking or tilting of the phone. Gu
et al. [3] developed a game similar to ours and used the accelerometer to move
a character and touches on the screen to initiate actions. They did not evaluate
the effects of different input options on the game experience. Calvillo-Gámez et
al. [4] developed a questionnaire to measure game experience.

Fig. 1. left: AR mockup; middle: actual prototype; right: screen capture of the proto-
type. a) player/device 1, b) player/device 2, c) character of player 1, d) character of
player 2, e) AR marker, f) GUI buttons, g) AR arena

3 Interaction concepts

When developing mobile interaction concepts several factors need to be consid-
ered to provide the best user experience. Often the screen is both input and
output device. The more control elements are placed on the screen the higher is
the risk of occluding important parts of the game with the user’s fingers. This
might have a negative effect on the game experience and make it difficult to
control it in a real-time environment. As the touch screen provides no inherent
haptic feedback, the user has to actively make sure his fingers are in contact
with the displayed control elements which lowers the immersion by forcing him
to focus not on game content but on input modalities. An additional difficulty
in AR games on smartphones is to permanently keep the tracked marker in the
field of view of the device’s camera.

The control of character movement in a game can be relative, with respect to
the position of the player, or absolute, with respect to absolute coordinates of the
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AR world. Absolute control means that the player sets the goal of the movement
and the avatar moves to the destination by itself without further interaction of
the player. For continuous control the input is read in each update cycle of the
game, forcing the player to give continuous input until the desired position is
reached. Discrete input starts a perpetual movement until it is interrupted by
further user input or the destination is reached. To improve user experience,
feedback can be provided, e.g. to notify the player if his fingers are no longer
in contact with the control elements on the touch screen or if the marker can
no longer be tracked. While this feedback could use all output channels of the
device it is important that the user can distinguish between the provided input
feedback and the regular game output at any time. Feedback can be provided
using vibration, audio signals and visual hints like a flashing screen or a some
kind of in-game feedback of the character (e.g. stumbling).

The following concepts concentrate on controlling the movement of the char-
acter. Primary and secondary attacks as well as blocking are initiated by touch-
ing buttons displayed on the screen. The concepts focus on the touch screen and
other built-in sensors of the devices.

Touch-based virtual joystick Some mobile games use a concept similar to a
joystick but without the need for the actual hardware device. A circle is drawn
on the corner of the screen and the position of a touch in relation to the center
of the circle defines the position of the virtual joystick. It is usually used with
a thumb. Virtual joysticks provide movement control relative to the character’s
position. They require the continuous and correct placement of the player’s finger
on the control element, occluding only a small part of the screen. Feedback can
be provided if the finger is no longer touching the control element.

Touch-gesture control Swipe gestures are well established to interact with
smartphones. They are used to initiate the movement of the character in the
indicated direction. Tapping on the screen stops the movement.

Physical control buttons Some Android devices like the Motorola Milestone
have physical keyboards which can be used to move the player model relatively
to its current position with a set of predefined keys, analogous to many desktop
games. This easy and intuitively understandable technique is established in many
other applications. As most of the common devices currently on the market do
not have a physical keyboard integrated, this concept is not suitable in general
but provides the best haptic feedback.

Touch-based absolute control The user sets the location in the AR world
by tapping on a point on the screen, occluding it only for a short period of time.
The destination is set in the AR world, so moving the device does not change the
target position. Depending on the distance between the current and the desired
position of the avatar it might take some time before the movement is finished.
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It could be helpful to place a visual hint such as a flag or cross-hair in the AR
world to remind the player about the current destination.

Field-of-view-based continuous control Instead of requiring the user to
select a specific point, the destination is continuously updated to the center
of the camera’s current field of view. Moving the device and thereby the AR
viewport allows the player to control the character. This is even true if the
player does not intend to move the character. An alternative to the continuous
updating could be realized by pressing a button to set the new destination. Again
a visual hint can be helpful to indicate the current movement target.

Physical gestures Modern smartphones offer additional sensors like gyro-
scopes or accelerometers which can be used as input in games. They react to
movements like tilting, rotating or shaking of the device. These gestures would
also change the viewport on the AR world because the camera is fixed on the
device. Further research has to show if the accompanying viewport change has
a detrimental effect on the game experience in a real-time game.

4 Conclusion & Future Work

We presented several possible concepts for player control in mobile AR scenarios.
Using visual, auditive or haptic feedback might mitigate the shortcomings of
some of these concepts. Prototypical implementations will be used to conduct
further game experience studies.
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